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ABSTRACT

Photoabsorption modulation measurements have been made on Ga 1.xlnxAs - GaAs strained-
layer superlattices using two approaches: In the fhst tile modulating beam and thetest beam
have the same wavelength (near the exciton resonance). In the second, the modulation
wavelength is much shorter than the test beam wavelength. Adramatic difference is observed
in the modulated transmission spectra near the excitonic level for the two modulating
wavelengths. The difference in behavior can be explained by screening of the residual surface
electric field, which only occurs for the high photon energy modulating beam. This beam
excites carders that are free to drift in the surface field before, they are captured in the quantum
wells. Carriers excited by the low photon energy modulation beam are,,created in the wells and
can not effectively screen the surfa_'e field. We describe a model which explains the nonlinear
intensity saturation profile and qualitatively describes the spectral line shape.

INTRODUCIqON

The nonlinear optical properties of semiconductor superlattices (SL) have attracted much
attention recently.[ I] The majority of these studies examined the optical nonlinearity resulting
from saturation of the exciton absorption. The mechanism for saturation is believed to be
phase spac e filling (PSF) associated with short range repulsive potentials. Recently we
reported a new mechanism for optically nonlinearity in a strained-layer SL consisting of
Gal-xlnxAs - GaAs grown along a (211) crystal axisi[2] Here the mechanism is screening of
the internal electric field associated with the piezoelectric properties of this material. The optical
nonlinearity due to this mechanism was found to be 8 times stronger than that due to PSF in a
similar sample grown along the (100) axis. There is an additional mechanism for optical
nonlinearity in our material which is associated with the surface field. This mechanism is
believed to make a significant contribution to the photoreflective effect in semiconductor SL's..
In this work we report our observations of the surface field contribution to photoabsorption
and determine the extent to which this mechanism is important in Gal.xlnxAs - GaAs SL's.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND RESULTS

The sample used in our studies was grown along the (100) axis by molecular beam
epitaxy on an undoped GaAs substrate with a 0.22 _tm GaAs buffer layer.J3] There are 30
periods in the SL, each consisting of 7 nm Ga0.85In0.15As - wells and 14 nm GaAs barriers.
Photolurrfinescense, Raman, and absorption measurements were made. In addition, we
measured the recovery time of the optically excited free carriers and found 2 ns.
Photoabsorption modulation measurements were done using a chopped modulating beam and a
cw test beam. The cw test beam source was a Ti:sapphire laser, while both the Ar+ ion laser
and the Ti:sapphire laser were used as sources for the modulating beam. Differential
transmission as a function of wavelength and optical power was measured for both modulation
beams. In Fig. 1 we present the differential transmission signal for low intensity modulating.
The dashed line was measured using the IR beam and the solid line was measured using the
Ar + ion beam. The fh-st feature is assigned to the 1hh exciton while the second is the l lh
exciton. The two peaked structure seen in the differential transmission measurement near the
i hh exciton absorption is due to a combination of modulated absorption and modulated



reflectivity. When the measured modulated reflectivity is accounted for, the modulated
absorption shows a single negative peak. Clearly, the change in sign for the differential
transmission at thetwo excitation wavelengths indicates that different mechanisms are
responsible _'or the nonlinearity. Fig. 2 shows the same measurement at high modulation
intensity. In this case, both signals have the same sign and are qualitatively similar to the lR
modulation spectrum in Fig. 1. These spectra have the sign and shape anticipated for a
differential transmission signal resulting from the PSF mechanism. We examined the
difference between the two modulating wavelengths further by measuring the magnitude of the
differential transmission signal as a function of modulation intensity for fixed test beam
wavelength (corresponding to 1.375 eV, see Fig. 3). In this experiment the modulation
intensity (lp) was always 10% of the test intensity (It). A clear difference is observed in the

results for t-hetwo modulating wavelengths at low intensities. Note that the curve associated
with the resonant (IR) pumping is the expected result for saturation of a two-level exciton
system. The curve associated with high photon energy modulation beam deviates from the
resonant modulation curve at low intensity.' The deviation is associated with some additional
mechanism that only appears for optical pumping well above the exciton resonance. We
repeated this measurement on three other SL's (each with different In concentration and crystal
growth orientation, but similar SL structure) and obtained qualitatively similar results. Clearly
this additional mechanism is a general intrinsic property of Gal.xlnxAs - GaAs strained-layer
superlattices.

DISCUSSION

We haVe attributed the new mechanism to surface field screening (SFS)by the
photoexcited carrie_. Several tens of picoseconds are required for the hot carriers excited by
the high photon energy modulation beam to cool and be trapped in the wells,[4] and during this
time the carders are subject to the surface field. The carders drift, mating a polarization field
which screens the surface field. Carriers excited by the resonant modulation beam are trapped
in the well at their conception and c.a.nnotscreen the surface field. The influence of the surface
field on the exciton transition is twofold; first it shifts the exciton transition to the red, and
second it decreases the optical matrix elements by increasing the spatial separation of the
electrons and holes. In Fig. 4 we present two calculated absorption versus intensity curves
based on the qu',ditative description given above, The curve labeled "screening" was calculated
taking both the PSF and SFS mechanisms into consideration and models the Ar + laser
modulation. The curve labeled "no screening" was calculated taking only the PSF mechanism

into consideration and models the Ti:Sapphire laser modulation. The full calculation procedure
will be presented elsewhere. The agreement between the calculated curves (Fig. 4) and the
experimental curves (Fig.3) is very good, The fact that the SFS mechanism dominates the
nonlinearity at low intensities indicates that the hot carders are very efficient at screening the
surface field. As the optical intensity is increased the SFS mechanism quickly saturates since
the surface field is weak (<104 V/ctn), and the PSF mechanism dominates the nonlinear
behavior.
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Fig. 1 Low intensity modulation of the supcrlatticc transmission with a Ti:Sapphirc laser
(upper panel) and with an Ar + ion laser (lower panel).
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Fig. 3 Normalized modulation of the superlattice transmission over a large intensity range with
a Ti:sapphire laser and an Ar + ion laser, The test beam wavelength coresponds to a photon
energy of 1.375eV.
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Fig. 4 Calculated superlattice transmission modulation including surface field screening
corresponding to Ar + ion laser modulation, and neglecting surface field modulation
corresponding to Ti:sapphire laser modulation. The absorption modulation is calculated at the
peak of the Ihh exciton transition.
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ABSTRACT

Photoabsorption modulation measurements have been made on Ga 1.xlnxAs - GaAs strained-
layer superlattices using two approaches: In the fhst tile modulating beam and thetest beam
have the same wavelength (near the exciton resonance). In the second, the modulation
wavelength is much shorter than the test beam wavelength. Adramatic difference is observed
in the modulated transmission spectra near the excitonic level for the two modulating
wavelengths. The difference in behavior can be explained by screening of the residual surface
electric field, which only occurs for the high photon energy modulating beam. This beam
excites carders that are free to drift in the surface field before, they are captured in the quantum
wells. Carriers excited by the low photon energy modulation beam are,,created in the wells and
can not effectively screen the surfa_'e field. We describe a model which explains the nonlinear
intensity saturation profile and qualitatively describes the spectral line shape.

INTRODUCIqON

The nonlinear optical properties of semiconductor superlattices (SL) have attracted much
attention recently.[ I] The majority of these studies examined the optical nonlinearity resulting
from saturation of the exciton absorption. The mechanism for saturation is believed to be
phase spac e filling (PSF) associated with short range repulsive potentials. Recently we
reported a new mechanism for optically nonlinearity in a strained-layer SL consisting of
Gal-xlnxAs - GaAs grown along a (211) crystal axisi[2] Here the mechanism is screening of
the internal electric field associated with the piezoelectric properties of this material. The optical
nonlinearity due to this mechanism was found to be 8 times stronger than that due to PSF in a
similar sample grown along the (100) axis. There is an additional mechanism for optical
nonlinearity in our material which is associated with the surface field. This mechanism is
believed to make a significant contribution to the photoreflective effect in semiconductor SL's..
In this work we report our observations of the surface field contribution to photoabsorption
and determine the extent to which this mechanism is important in Gal.xlnxAs - GaAs SL's.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND RESULTS

The sample used in our studies was grown along the (100) axis by molecular beam
epitaxy on an undoped GaAs substrate with a 0.22 _tm GaAs buffer layer.J3] There are 30
periods in the SL, each consisting of 7 nm Ga0.85In0.15As - wells and 14 nm GaAs barriers.
Photolurrfinescense, Raman, and absorption measurements were made. In addition, we
measured the recovery time of the optically excited free carriers and found 2 ns.
Photoabsorption modulation measurements were done using a chopped modulating beam and a
cw test beam. The cw test beam source was a Ti:sapphire laser, while both the Ar+ ion laser
and the Ti:sapphire laser were used as sources for the modulating beam. Differential
transmission as a function of wavelength and optical power was measured for both modulation
beams. In Fig. 1 we present the differential transmission signal for low intensity modulating.
The dashed line was measured using the IR beam and the solid line was measured using the
Ar + ion beam. The fh-st feature is assigned to the 1hh exciton while the second is the l lh
exciton. The two peaked structure seen in the differential transmission measurement near the
i hh exciton absorption is due to a combination of modulated absorption and modulated



reflectivity. When the measured modulated reflectivity is accounted for, the modulated
absorption shows a single negative peak. Clearly, the change in sign for the differential
transmission at thetwo excitation wavelengths indicates that different mechanisms are
responsible _'or the nonlinearity. Fig. 2 shows the same measurement at high modulation
intensity. In this case, both signals have the same sign and are qualitatively similar to the lR
modulation spectrum in Fig. 1. These spectra have the sign and shape anticipated for a
differential transmission signal resulting from the PSF mechanism. We examined the
difference between the two modulating wavelengths further by measuring the magnitude of the
differential transmission signal as a function of modulation intensity for fixed test beam
wavelength (corresponding to 1.375 eV, see Fig. 3). In this experiment the modulation
intensity (lp) was always 10% of the test intensity (It). A clear difference is observed in the

results for t-hetwo modulating wavelengths at low intensities. Note that the curve associated
with the resonant (IR) pumping is the expected result for saturation of a two-level exciton
system. The curve associated with high photon energy modulation beam deviates from the
resonant modulation curve at low intensity.' The deviation is associated with some additional
mechanism that only appears for optical pumping well above the exciton resonance. We
repeated this measurement on three other SL's (each with different In concentration and crystal
growth orientation, but similar SL structure) and obtained qualitatively similar results. Clearly
this additional mechanism is a general intrinsic property of Gal.xlnxAs - GaAs strained-layer
superlattices.

DISCUSSION

We haVe attributed the new mechanism to surface field screening (SFS)by the
photoexcited carrie_. Several tens of picoseconds are required for the hot carriers excited by
the high photon energy modulation beam to cool and be trapped in the wells,[4] and during this
time the carders are subject to the surface field. The carders drift, mating a polarization field
which screens the surface field. Carriers excited by the resonant modulation beam are trapped
in the well at their conception and c.a.nnotscreen the surface field. The influence of the surface
field on the exciton transition is twofold; first it shifts the exciton transition to the red, and
second it decreases the optical matrix elements by increasing the spatial separation of the
electrons and holes. In Fig. 4 we present two calculated absorption versus intensity curves
based on the qu',ditative description given above, The curve labeled "screening" was calculated
taking both the PSF and SFS mechanisms into consideration and models the Ar + laser
modulation. The curve labeled "no screening" was calculated taking only the PSF mechanism

into consideration and models the Ti:Sapphire laser modulation. The full calculation procedure
will be presented elsewhere. The agreement between the calculated curves (Fig. 4) and the
experimental curves (Fig.3) is very good, The fact that the SFS mechanism dominates the
nonlinearity at low intensities indicates that the hot carders are very efficient at screening the
surface field. As the optical intensity is increased the SFS mechanism quickly saturates since
the surface field is weak (<104 V/ctn), and the PSF mechanism dominates the nonlinear
behavior.
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Fig. 1 Low intensity modulation of the supcrlatticc transmission with a Ti:Sapphirc laser
(upper panel) and with an Ar + ion laser (lower panel).
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Fig. 3 Normalized modulation of the superlattice transmission over a large intensity range with
a Ti:sapphire laser and an Ar + ion laser, The test beam wavelength coresponds to a photon
energy of 1.375eV.
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Fig. 4 Calculated superlattice transmission modulation including surface field screening
corresponding to Ar + ion laser modulation, and neglecting surface field modulation
corresponding to Ti:sapphire laser modulation. The absorption modulation is calculated at the
peak of the Ihh exciton transition.






